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The success of today’s liquid treatments goes far 
beyond what can be captured, cleansed, removed 
or recycled. In the space between large-scale liquid 
treatments and the systems available at the level 
of the individual user. Where liquid treatment is of 
high value to commercial users, economic returns are 
dependent on how long each process takes, what the 
equipment costs to operate and maintain, as well as 
the amount of resources consumed.  

The possibility exists to do things differently; to bring 
together innovative and high performance treatment 
technologies. Systems where advantages are  
multiplied between each complementary component. 
Systems designed to deliver — and recover — more 
value from every process. 

The Twin Fibra Filter is a unique design of micro  
filtration with forward flush technology. It can be  
optimized for each application by controlling the 
degree of compression and fiber characteristics. With 
Fibra Filter, no expensive consumables are needed 
to effect treatment. The filtration unit is set with 

automatically flush-cleaning procedures and can 
also be combined with other filtration or separation 
technologies. 

Innovative technology 

The technology operates by a simple concept. The 
filter bed is formed from a bundle of fine fiber, potted 
at one end. The bundle is mounted vertically in a 
vessel and compressed quite close to the free end to 
form a fine filtration bed. Compression is achieved in 
single bundle tubular devices by applying air pressure 
into a bellow which is placed in the center of the fiber 
bundle. 

Feed enters the filter vessel and flows through the 
bed to provide a clarified filtrate downstream of the 
compression point. The high physical removal means 
that where chemicals were traditionally used they 
may be unnecessary or greatly reduced, providing a 
lower cost and an environmentally more acceptable 
filtration solution.  
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Advantages 

•  Based on depth filtration and effective for        
    high dirt loads
•  No interruption of the process during  
    cleaning!
•  Minimal flush-loss
•  External back flush pump not necessary
•  Removal of > 90% of particles above 3 µm
•  Open system, can be combined with UV  
    for disinfection
•  No need for consumables (Low OPEX)
•  Compact
•  Low maintenance
•  Fully automatic with PLC controller

Twin Fibra; forward flush micro filtration! 
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St. Nicholas was in town! 
This year Twin Filter decided to do something different to surprise its customers. Normally 
our focus is on Christmas, bringing our customers a lovely gift. This year we decided to  
highlight the famous Dutch St. Nicholas (in Holland known as ‘Sinterklaas’). Twin Filter asked 
the St. Nicholas to bring our dear customers a lovely gift. He agreed and drove by car (not by 
horse) all through the whole country! Unfortunately for our customers abroad, he couldn’t 
visit them! 

St. Nicholas is a legend of a Saint just like Santa Claus. 
He and his helpers (in Holland known as ‘Zwarte Pieten’) 
arrived in the Netherlands by steamboat in November. 
Kids can put there shoe in front of the fireplace and sing 
typical ‘Sinterklaas’ songs. If they have been good they 
will find a present in their shoe the next morning. On St. 
Nicholas’Eve the 5th of December all children receive 
gifts to celebrete his birthday.
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Dear Twinfo reader. In our last Twinfo we 
announced our merger with Velcon Filters 
and now we have the pleasure to tell you 
about the developments and growth that 
we have experienced this past year. 
 
Velcon Process, a department within Vel-
con Filters, officially changed its name into 
Twin Filter North America, making that our 
4th Twin Filter office in the world. I say 
4th, because of the 2 offices in Holland 
we created 1, our Twin Filter Head Office 
in Zaandam.  With this we are able to 
combine all the knowledge we have and 
therefore deliver better and higher quality 
service to our customers. Since we keep 
on growing we also recently hired 4 new 
employees and now, because of the lack 
on desk space we have a rebuilding of our 
office on the agenda for 2012. 
 
If I would describe in a few words what 
the past year has brought us it would be; 
development through expansion. Twin 
Filter has developed itself through ope-
ning more offices, expanding its product 
line with the Velcon Filters portfolio and 
enlarging the Twin Team! We are proud of 
all that has happened in 2011 and have 
high expectations for 2012.
 
Many thanks to all of you who helped us 
achieving our goals!
 
We wish you a great holiday season and 
all the best for the coming year.
 
Wijbrand Schouten
President

A few months ago we were contacted by a good client of ours, to 
assist them in a project to expand the oil production at an oilfield 
in Iraq. The field was discovered in 1953 and has been operational 
since 1972. The field was designed to produce 2.4 million barrels/day 
of oil, but the current output is 1.1 million barrels/day. 

The consortium has agreed to nearly triple 
the field’s output with the intention of in-
creasing plateau production to 2.85 million 
barrels/day in the second half of the next 
decade. 

Water injection into the reservoirs plays 
an important role in achieving sustainable 
increase in production, by injecting treated 
river water sourced from a nearby water 
plant. This water plant is extremely impor-
tant as it shall remain the single source of 
fresh water supply for injection, to achieve 
the oilfield production targets. 

The water treatment plant is used to supply 
the treated water for injection into the well 
to the oilfields. For the necessary injection 
water, Twin Filter shall deliver several auto-
matic self cleaning filters from the 
TwinOmatic range. A central pipeline of 
1200 mm (48”), transport the seawater to 
a manifold where 8 pieces of TwinOmatic 
vessels are connected to this feed line. 

Each vessel contains 4 weavewire screens 
with a 5 micron (nominal) filter rating to 
supply the requested water quality. 
Per filter vessel an amount of 1270 m³/hr 
is filtered. With 7 pieces in process and 1 
standby, makes this a total filtered flow of 
8890 m³/hr.

Because the requirement was a “mobile” 
installation, 2 vessels are mounted on a  
complete skid with a platform for easy 
access, lighting and electric control board.

Scope of supply provided by Twin Filter:
 
• 8 TwinOmatics Mega 1400-20-V-IL-RL
   Material: carbon steel. Inside rubber     
   lining, outside epoxy coating.
• 4 carbon steel skids
• 32 stainless steel filter elements
• Two years operational spare parts

TwinOmatics for  
Injection Water

Zuidijk 398 • 1505 HE • Zaandam • The Netherlands  
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Twin Filter Runs!

the finish line of the 10 miles was reached! Our fastest runner was 
Leslie Molag, he finished in only 1 hour and 4 minutes. 
 
This year we also had 7 runners who participated in the 4 mile run 
and a total of 16 children who ran as fast as they could, in one of the 
children runs. 

On site at Twin Filter there was much encouragement. Two big trucks, 
one with great music of DJ Marcoen and DJ Kees, two party tents 
and many Twin colleagues and their families filled up the parking lot 
to cheer on all the passing runners! 
 
If you would like to join a Twin Filter running team and run next 
year’s Dam tot Damloop, please feel free contact us. We have a warm 
welcome for all customers and other connections who share our 
running passion. 

On behalf of the entire Twin Filter team, we congratulate Leslie and 
all the runners on this great achievement! 

Record number of Twin Filter runners at ‘Dam tot Damloop 2011’.

As many of you know, Twin Filter, with its passion for sports, as every year participated at the 2011 ‘Dam tot Damloop’.  This 
year with a record number of participants! With at least three business teams, comprising a total of 30 Twin Filter runners

International runner from Dubai 
I am Satish Panchal from India and currently staying in Sharjah 
(Dubai, U.A.E.) working with Petrofac International limited as  
Mechanical Engineer. During my 3 weeks visit to Twin Filter in  
September 2011 my assignment was to finalise, review and  
approve critical engineering documents.  

During my visit to Twin Filter, in my spare time I participated 
in the 4EM (English Mile) “Dam tot Damloop” running com-
petition on the 18th of September (my 32nd birthday). I had 
a great experience after completing 4EM in 51minutes time!                                                                                                                                            
                    
Wijbrand invited me to have cup of coffee at his house on the 
24th of September and I accepted his invitation gladly. The next 
evening I went to his beautiful house and we had cup of coffee 
together with his twin brother Dirk. After that, we had nice drive in 
Wijbrand’s BMW Z8 and I had an experience like “Dreams Came 
True”.   
 
There is one thing that I learned from Wijbrand in the past few 
weeks that I would like to share with you;

“Set a goal to give you a balanced, successful life. I use the word  
balanced before successful. Balanced means; ensure that your 
health, relationships and mental state of mind are all in good order.”
 
I have experienced that Twin Filter is a company with real passion for 
filtration, quality, co-operative staff and encouraging others towards 
sports as well.                                                                                                              
 
Now, I am carrying so many unforgettable me-
mories with me for the rest of my life, which I ex-
perienced with the Twin Filter staff members.                                                                                                                                         
                              
“Kabhi Alvida Naa Kehna” / “Never Say Good Bye”                               



INFILTRATED
Bart

Leo

Paul

Phillip

As of the beginning of October Paul Knaap 
joined the Twin Filter team to complement the 
project division. Paul was born on Curaçao, 
one of the Dutch Caribbean islands. His father 
(including the whole family) went there to 
work as a teacher for what should have been 
6 years, but turned out to be 18 years! When 

Leo began his filtration 
career with USF Filtra-
tion Group after spending a 
number of years fabricating 
strainers and filter housings. 
Pall Corporation acquired 
this group and closed this 
operation. Then joining 
Chemflo Process Filtration which was acquired by Velcon 
and Velcon Process was established. Velcon Process is being 
absorbed by Twin North America.  Leo is happy to be part 
of Twin Filter North America. Twin Filter has global distribu-
tors and Leo primarily works with and trains distributors in 
North America. He also makes the best barbequed shrimps, 
that are not really barbequed and is sweet enough to share 
those with all of us! 

Recipe:
One (1) pound 20-30 count shrimp, 12 tbl. cold unsalted 
butter, cut into cubes, 1 tsp. ground black pepper, 1 tsp. 
cracked black pepper, 1 tsp. Creole seasoning,1 tsp. chop-
ped garlic, 3 tbl.   Worcestershire sauce, 2 tbl. Water, juice of 
½ lemon

In a sauté pan over high heat place all ingredients except 
butter.  Cook until shrimp are a little over half done, (when 
shrimp are done they are red) add butter, stirring constantly.  
When all butter is melted, remove from heat.  Place shrimp 
in a bowl and pour sauce over shrimp.  Serve with slices of 
French bread for dipping.

Employed by September 1st, 2011, you can read on 
his contract, however Bart started with some days off 
so his first working day was September 12. After pas-
sing his exam VWO at Blaise Pascal in Zaandam he 
continued with a study Mechanical Engineering at the 
HTS Amsterdam. After his study Bart started working 
at Amafilter, later Amafiltergroup and than Mahle 
and worked there for more than 19 years. He started 
as proposal engineer, had various sales positions and 
in his last years he was responsible for product- and 
project management. Bart has a big hobby…going 

on vacation! When you ask him where he will be going this coming year he 
says without a doubt: “The UK! Why? The nature, the country side the villages 
and hardly any Dutch. And regarding the weather: during my three week 
holiday last year I had 1,5 day of rain while everybody in Holland had autumn 
weather.” Another hobby of Bart is being member of the board of supervisors 
for a care home for the elderly. When Bart was asked to volunteer for this job 
he immediately said yes, as this was something completely different than his 
job and very valuable to the community. We asked Bart about his impression 
of Twin Filter so far. Bart: “Just a first impression is possible after only a few 
weeks, but so far so good! I even volunteerd to dress up as ‘Sinterklaas’ to 
visit the Twin Filter customers!

Paul was 16 years old, he and his family moved back to Holland. He married his lovely wife, Marie-Jose, about 20 
years ago and they have been living in Uitgeest for 6 years now. Paul studied mechanical engineering at the MTS followed by mechanical enginee-
ring PTH (teachers’ degree) and completed his total education with various courses also based on mechanical engineering! Paul started his career at 
a company named Hoefnagel & Meijn as a draftsman. This is where he discovered that drawing was definitely his thing to do. At that time drawing 
was still done with an ink pen on a drawing table…! A few years later he filled the same position within TEB-Engineering and after that he started 
at Mahle Filtration (Amafilter) as a project engineer. Due to the fact that the Mahle office in Alkmaar will close in about one and a half years, Paul 
started his search for a new job. Paul; “During my first days at Twin Filter I was received very well by all the new colleagues and already noticed that 
the atmosphere and cooperation here are very pleasant.”  

Phillip began his career after earning his degree in Aerospace Engineering from the University of Texas in Austin way 
way way back in 1998. After briefly working for Compaq Computers he had an opportunity to work for Lockheed- 
Martin in support of the International Space Station at the Johnson Space Center. Despite his nack for engineering,  
his true passions were design and graphics. Through collaboration with business acquaintances, Phillip was reques- 
ted to be an art director for a local travel and leisure magazine, Les Avenues.  Later he had an opportunity to  
develop the marketing and branding for a metal building manufacturer called Whirlwind Steel; working closely with  
the owner and colleagues to help develop the company’s branding materials, corporate website and intranet. In  
2007, he began his challenge Chemflo, later Velcon Process and now Twin Filter USA as Marketing Manager. He and  
his wife ‘Kelly’ were recently blessed by the birth of their son, Aidan (see picture), bringing his clan count to a total of six. Other than waking up in 
the middle of the night to feed and change Aidan, he ponders the reality of his oldest son who is of legal age for a driving permit. When he is not 
serious, Phillip enjoys playing with his kids and tinkering with home electronics. His favorite sport is skiing/snowboarding but can’t find much of 
that in Texas. By utilizing all his skill sets and knowledge, Phillip looks forward to supporting Twin Filter and to play an important role in Twin Filter’s 
expansion all over North America.


